
WHY JOIN BAND OR CHOIR?  

“You should join because u can create lasting memories and learn unique things.  You could find out your 

hidden talent.”   -Autumn Rands 

“YOU should defiantly join 6th grade band because it is a class like no other and you will have so much 

fun.”  -Jaelyn Jozwiak 

“Because it is a great way to try new things, and accomplish goals u never knew you had! Also, btw, its ok 

to not know at first, no one will. Also, its not just joining choir, its joining a family.” -Sabrina Sypniewski 

“You should join Choir because if you love to sing but you don't like singing in front of people, then this 

could help you step out of your comfort zone.” -Alexis Sisco 

“A lot of other sports are somewhat included in it. Your will have concerts during the day and after 

school. You just will have a blast.” - Reagan Manska 

Well for choir I think that if they like and want to sing then they should! and choir is a great way to 

start! - Annabelle Scalf 

“Band really is a great experience and you make so many new friends. Concerts are so exciting and fun.” - 

Riley Goode 

“’ It is something that is fun. But at times it ca  n be hard but when the hard work pays off its very fun 

to hear yourself play and then others like family and friends can hear you play!” -Nathan Bohm 

“I think they should join the band because it is fun, you get to play your instrument with your friends 

and perform great music for other people.” -John Plonka 

 

Why did you pick your instrument?  

“I picked the trumpet because its seemed pretty easy to play and I really liked the sound of the name.” -

Austin Morelli 

“I play the Clarinet and I chose it because I liked the sound it made.” –Olivia Ryan 

“Choir, I love to sing, and I wanted to learn to do it better.” - Alexis Sisco 

“The instrument I chose was percussion I chose it because ever since I was a kid I wanted to play snare 

and the drum set.” - Cayden Myrick 

“I choose choir because it's very fun and you can use your singing voice.” – Claire Defauw 

“Flute because most of my family did the flute it is very fun.” - Reagan 

Manska 

“I chose the French Horn because it is a unique instrument from its 

spherical shape and range of sound.” -Jaelyn Jozwiak 

“Alto Saxophone. I choose this instrument because one of my 6th grader 

friends was doing it at the time.” -Gabrielle English 



 

RIGHT NOW, WHAT DO YOU MISS ABOUT NOT BEING IN BAND OR 

CHOIR DURING THIS DISTANCE LEARNING? 

“I miss the sound of the concert music with a full band” -Austin Morelli 

“I'm not sure if this is just me but for some reason my instrument sounds 

different when I'm at home compared to when I'm at school. I feel bad for my 

family and that they have to listen to it because it echoes through the whole 

house. And I also miss going to band every day with my friends, they are like my second family...BAND 

FAM FO LIFE!!!”  -Jaelyn Jozwiak 

 

“The karaoke nights. Those were the best! Actually, they’re not at night but, who cares!” ---Sabrina 

Sypniewski 

“I miss playing our songs together and seeing how it sounds.”  -Olivia Ryan 

“I probably miss learning the songs, and then preforming them and seeing how far we have come.” -Alexis 

Sisco 

“All my friends and practicing with real human beings.”🙂   -Natalia Pace 

“I miss doing karaoke the most.” -Lucie Hitzelberger 

“About being around so many interesting sounds and instruments.”  -Nathan Bohm 

 

“I mostly miss being with my Band Family. We have so much fun together and it's hard not being with 

them for so long.” - Riley Goode 

“I miss all my friends and singing with them, I also miss my teacher.” -Claire Defauw 

“See everyone and getting corrected by Ms. Schack and others.” -Reagan Manska 

“I miss learning new songs and notes, I also wish we were still going to coral festival.” -Jadyn Kozlowski 

“right now what I miss most about choir is being able to sing with my friends.” -Annabelle Scalf 

“I miss the people and learning new things.” -Autumn Rands 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 


